Is there a current burn permit from Larimer County and approved by the Fire District?

Yes

Active permits only apply from October 1 to May 1
Criteria to be met:
▪ Each pile is no larger than 8 ft wide and 6 ft high
▪ Minimum 3 inches of snow cover around piles
▪ Current or expected winds are less than 10 mph
▪ Fire must be constantly attended
▪ Have water, rake, and shovel available
▪ Attend until completely out
▪ Must be extinguished by nightfall

No

Is the fire burning “slash”, including: leaves, pine cones, pine needles, trash, or anything besides “firewood”

Yes

This fire violates the International Fire Code (IFC) Section 307.2 and must be extinguished

No

Is the fuel load greater than 3 feet wide and 2 feet tall?

Yes

Refer to current fire restrictions for guidelines. Even if permitted under the restrictions, recreational burning is strongly discouraged under these conditions.

No

Is there a current fire restriction or fire ban in place?

Yes

Is the fire burning “slash”, including: leaves, pine cones, pine needles, trash, or anything besides “firewood”

No

Is the fire in a container (fire ring, fire pit, chiminea, etc) that adequately contains the fire for current and expected weather conditions? Officer discretion.

Yes

Per IFC 307.4:
▪ The fire must be at least 15 feet from a structure
▪ The fire must be constantly attended until completely out
▪ The attendant must have water and tool available

No

Per IFC 307.4:
▪ The fire must be at least 25 feet from a structure
▪ The fire must be constantly attended until completely out
▪ The attendant must have water and tool available